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MULTI PUCITY OF THE STATISTICAL y-RAYS 
FOLLOWING (HI,xn) REACTIONS 

S. H. Sie, J. 0. Newton, J. R. Leigh and R. M. Diamond* 
Department of Nuclear Physics, Australian National University 

Canberra, ACT 2600, Australia 

Abstract 
The multiplicity Ms of the statistical y-rays following 
several (l6o,xn) reactions has been measured. A 
correlation between the total y-multiplicity MT and Ms 
was found. This effect is attributed to an increase in the 
mean excitation energy above the yrast line with increasing 
angular momentum input. 

In recent years there has been considerable interest .in the study 

of continuum y-rays following heavy-ion reactions. The continuum spectrum 

consists of statistical y-~ays, mainly dipole and carrying little angular · 

momentum (a.m.), and the yrast cascade, a prominent bump forE ~ 1.5 
y 

MeV arising from mainly stretched y-rays which carry off most of the a.m. 

In deformed nuclei the yrast cascade is normally composed of strongly 

enhanced E2 transitions 1 withi . rotational bands roughly parallel to the 

yrast line. 

Our knowledge about statistical y-rays is currently minimal. The 

shape of the statistical spectrum for E > 1.5 MeV is easily recognized~ 
y 'V 

showing an approximately exp(-E /constant) dependence. However, below 
y 

this energy it is generally obscured by the yrast cascade and the discrete 

y-rays. Trautmann et al 2 showed, for reactions with low input a.m., 

that the average ITllltiplicity Ms· of. the statistical y-rays did vary with 

bombarding energy. However, in recent years it appears to have been 

generally assumed that .for higher a.m. reactions Ms is approximately 
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constant ' with a value of -4. Our present measurements with 
160-induced reactions on a number of nuclei are·at variance with this 

conclusion. 

The react ions studied were 110Pd( 16o,4n) 122xe, 
122sn( 160,4n) 134ce at 65 and 83 MeV, and 149sm(16o,3n) 162vb, 
150sm( 16o,4n) 162vb and 154sm(16o,4n) 166vb at 73 and 85 MeV. 

We also made measurements on the 166Er(a,2n) 168vb reaction ~t 21, 27 

and 36 MeV with the objective of better determining the shape of the 

statistical spectrum for low E • Here the a.m. input is low and 
y 

consequently the yrast cascade has low intensity and low E • The beams 
y 

were provided by the ANU 14UD Pelletron. The continuum y-rays were 
·~ 

detected in a 7.6 x 7.6 em Nal(Tl) detector at 40 em from the target,. in 

coincidence with y-rays detected in a 50-cm3 Ge(Li) detector set at 8.5 

em and at 125• to the beam. The discrete spectrum was measured with a 

second 50-cnr3 Ge(Li) at 10.5 em, set alternately with the Nal at go• and 

at a· (32• for the (a,2n) experiment). The contribution of. 

neutron-induced events in the Nal detector was determined in. an auxiliary 

experiment with the Nal set at 140 em, to obtain the n/y ratio and the 

shape of the n-induced spectrum. Details of the experiment will be 

published elsewher~5 • 

·The pulse-height ~pectra, .gated on discrete ~-rays in the fixed 

detector, had the discrete lines subtracted and were unfolded by a method 

described in refs. 6 and 7. The lineshape~ used in the analysis are 

considered reliable to better than 5% down to -300 keV and to better than 

30% down to ~200 keV. The number of y-rays below -250 keV was <1 in all 

cases. The unfolded y-ray spectrum for the (a,2n) reaction, after 

subtraction of the discrete lines, is shown in Fig. 1. The statistical 
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spectrum can be seen clearly for E >700 keV. If we use the constant 
y 'V 

I 

temperature (T) approximation for the level density p(E) a: exp(E/T), the 

partial width for statistical y-decay with multipolarity A can be written 

as 

r (wA,i~f) = C E 2A+aexp(-E /T) y wA y y (1) 

wher~ w indicates whether the transition is electric or magnetic and the 

quantity C depends on the average squared matrix element IM1rAI 2• This 

should be a reasonable approximation for y~rays emitted in the final 

nucleus, since T is fairly small and most y-rays have correspondingly low 

energies. 

In most calculations to date a has been taken to be 1 following 

Blatt and Weisskopf8
; however, recently Liotta and Sorensen9 have 

shown that it is more accurate to take a = 2. Further CwA may also 

depend on the spin J and on transition energy. For example, eEl would 

be small for small E and might increase as E tends towards the 
y y 

energy of the giant dipole resonance10• Including this effect, the 

exponent of E outside of the exponential term in eq. 1 is likely to be 
y 

in the range of 3 to 5 for El transitions. Since several y-rays are 

emitted with successively lower temperatures, the observed statistical 

spectrum differs from that of eq. 1. Roughly the effect is to reduce a by 

about unity and T becomes ari effective temperature. Lines corresponding 

to the form N0E~exp(-EY/T) for y = 2, 3, 4, 5 and with N
0 

and T 

fitted to the data above 750· keV are shown in Fig. 1; y between 3 and 4 

gives the best fit. 
16o· · d d · · d M f th b For the -1n uce react1ons we determ1ne S rom e num er, 

M>1. 9, of y-rays above 1.9 MeV, well beyond the range of the yrast 
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cascade. Values of M
5 

derived from M>
1

•
9 

using the y = 3 fit to the 

data are shown in Fig. 2A; use of y = 5 reduces the absolute values by 

-20%. They show a strong correlation with the total rrultiplicity MT. 

The reason for the large variation of Ms can be qualitatively 

understood from Fig. 3. This shows the yrast line and the l,ine where the 

neutron width rn = ry, defining the approximate upper limit to the 

y-cascade region. This lin~ is usually thought to be at an excitation 

energy e:* of about one neutron binding energy above the yrast line. 

However, its precise posit ion and the width of the reg ion above it where 

2 significant y-decay can still occur depend on the value of IMnj , 

which is not well known. The horizontal lines in Fig. 3 indi~ate the 

maximum input a.m. ~ and the centroids of the populations in the . max 

residual nucleus.following neutron decay. These distributions are roughly 

of Gauss ian shape with a FWHM of about 5 MeV. Due to the approximately 

triangular shape of the input a.m. distribution and the steepness of the 

yrast line, the average excitation energy e:* of states from which y-decay 

initially occurs will. depend on an energy close to that corresponding to 

the centroid and tmax· 

For the (16o,4n) reaction, leading to 166 vb shown in Fig. 3, 

.one can see that e:*, to which M5 is related, increases with bombarding 

energy E. . The dependence of Ms on E is determined by the rate of 

increase of tmax and the slope of the yrast line as a function of t. We 

can write tmax = Oo.22fR0 [(ECM-EC)A1A2/(AtA2 )]~ and 

Eyrast = (h
2
/2J)t(t+l) +canst •. Here f 2 = t;ax' (complete 

fusion)/t;ax (grazing), ECM and Ec are the CM bombarding and 

Coulomb barrier energies respectively and Jrig the rigid pody moment of 

.. 

I 
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inertia. Differentiating these expressions with respect to t we obtain 

the result that e:* (hence Ms) increases with t for an xn channel if 

2 51 f 2(A113 + A1/3)2A A • . 1 . 2 1 2 s 1 
5/3 v (Al +A2) ( A1 +A2-x) 

y:: (2) 

The quantity f2 is roughly constant for the bombarding energie~ not too 

high above the Coulomb barrier appropriate to conti-nuum y-ray studies. It 

has values of about 0.8, 0.6 and 0.4, with consequent values for y of 

0.37, 0.68 and 0.66 for 160, 40Ar and 86Kr, respectively, making· a 

final nucleus with A= 160; these values increase (decrease) with 

decreasing (increasing) mass of the product nucleus. It is likely 

therefore that all reactions with the lowest value of x which can be 

strongly produced near the Coulomb barrier (usually·x = 4) should show 

this effect, though it will be more pronounced for light projectiles where 

the difference of the relative slopes of t and the .yrast line i~ · · · max 

greatest. It may also be observable in higher x reactions though these 

are more complex because of the extra smearing of the input a.m. 

distribution. 

The qualitative approach above is borne out by calculations with 

the code GROGI211 • ·Competition between statistical and collective 

transitions is important at high a.m. but is not included in GROGI2. 

However, since the collective bands are roughly parallel to the yrast 

line, the available energy for statistical decay is preserved and this 

neglect should not seriously affect the res~lts which are compared with 

experimental data for Ms x EyS in Fig. 2C. Comparison of these 

quantities individually shows similar agreement. They are calculated for 

a value of the parameter ~1 , which is proportional to IMEl 1
2, of 
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10 , corresponding to the value deduced from slow-neutron capture in 

nearby nuclei. It is also assumed that r (E2)/r (El) = 0.01. No 
y y 

attempt was made by varying the parameters to get a best fit to the data 

for M5, which in any case has an uncertainty of about 20% in absolute 

magnitude. However, increasing ~1 to 10-S and the width ratio to 

unity has little effect on the results. The poorer agreement for low 

MT(~) may be due to the large grid spacing (1 MeV) and to an 

underestimate of ~ for energies near to the Coulomb barrier. The Bass 

model 12 , used to generate the input a.m. to the initial compound system, 

cannot be expected to be accurate in this region. The experimental values 

forMs x EyS' which is related to£*, are shown plotted against. 

MT(expt) in Fig. 28. They, together with the comparison shown in Fig. 

2C, indicate that e* is increasing with increasing a.m. input.· 

Though our data are consistent with a linear relatio.nship between 

Ms and~T' such a relationship cannot continue indefinitely to higher 

a.m. because there is an upper bound to the region of significant y-decay 
-2 13 

determined by jME1j and at still higher a.m. by a-pinch off or by 

fission. Thus the curve must eventually flatten off and then decrease. 

The increase of M5 with MT is only likely to be seen when a definite 

final nucleus is selected, as in these measurements, or when some other 

condition such as a sum coincidence is imposed. The assumption of a fixed 

value for Ms = 4 for such cases is therefore incorrect, although i~ may 

be approximately correct for measurements which average over all of the 

exit channels. We finally wish to point out that, even if a specific 

reaction channel is selected, .there is no universal relationship between 

Ms and MT or ~. The nature of the curve will depend on the masses of 

target, projectile and product nuclei and on the yrast line of the final 

nucleus. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. 166 168 . The continuum y-rays following the Er(a,2n) · Yb react1on 

at 27 MeV, consisting mainly of statistical y-rays except for the 

low-energy.bump atE - 300 keV. Fits of the function 
. y 

N EYexp(-E /T) to the data above 700 keV for y = 2, 3, 4 
0 y . y ' 

5 are shown., 

Fig. 2. (A) Plot of Ms against Mp (B) Plot of Ms x Ers against 

R"p (C) Ratio of Ms x EyS from data and calculated with 

GROGI2 code. 

Fig. 3. Mean excitation energy of the initial r-emitting states in the 

residual nucleus for the 150sm( 16o,4n) 162vb reaction. The 

dot-dashed line shows the locus of £max· 
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